GROUP 1
Noordean a Ugandan citizen married to a Kenyan citizen (Hafsa) and they gave birth to a child at the Uganda-Kenyan border. Is the child Kenyan or Ugandan? Discuss

GROUP 2
Maimuna is not a Kenyan citizen, but wants to obtain Kenyan Citizenship. According to the Constitution of Kenya under what grounds can Maimuna obtain dual citizenship?

GROUP 3
Saumu and her husband are German Citizens. She relinquished her Kenyan citizenship before the passage of COK 2010. The two gave birth to a child in Germany. What is the nationality of the child?

GROUP 4
Bakhita was a Kenyan National. She relinquished her Kenyan citizenship before 2010. Under what law can she apply and regain her Kenyan Citizenship.

GROUP 5
Zawadi is a Kenyan citizen, who applied for a passport and also underwent vetting. When she went to collect her passport. An officer claimed the application was delayed because when mother applied for her passport she did not include her among her children hence questioning her maternity.

N/B: The eldest sister applied for a passport and got it without any delay.

Was the officer in order, quoting that as the ground to delaying her application? If not what are the grounds for rejecting a passport application?

GROUP 6
Hassan is 32 years old Kenyan citizen who went to apply for an ID card but got arrested. Under the registration of persons Act what are the offences and penalties there in?